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'Not bad! You sure have everything planned out!" Leon laughed angrily.

To deal with the Southern Boss, Leon sought Alfred's help in sending a few Dragon Guards over for safety measures.

However, he did so in a rush, and the Southern branch of Dragon Corps was situated in a distance from where Leon was, so the

Dragon Guards were likely still on the way to their rescue.

Once the Dragon Guards arrived, Leon would be able to join forces with them and eliminate the Demon Lord.

"Loen, I have to admit that you are a talented young man for reaching the Intermediate Almighty State at your age.

However, it was foolish of you to stand in my way, which means you have no choice but to die!" The Southern Boss said proudly

as though he already won the battle.

'You think you're going to win just because the Demon Lord came to help? What a joke!" Leon scoffed and stared at the Demon

Lord and Southern Boss contemptuously.

Though the Dragon Guards were yet to arrive, Leon still had one trick up his sleeves that he did not use so far: the Potential

Energy Force he received from Master Haslewood.

With that in his possession, he felt no fear toward the Demon Lord and the Southern Boss.

Since there was only one Potential Energy Force left and

Leon was already winning earlier, he did not want to let it go to waste and did not use it on the Southern Boss.

However, with the Demon Lord's interference, the situation took a drastic turn and it was clear that Leon and Arthur had no

means of defeating the Demon Lord and Southern Boss.

Hence, Leon concluded that he would have no choice but to use the Potential Energy Force.

The Demon Lord was one of the criminals on the criminal list who committed countless crimes. However, the Dragon Corps

struggled to locate him due to his superhuman strength and ability to hide himself.

At the moment, the Demon Lord showed himself and Leon saw this as an opportunity for him to rid the community of this

criminal.

"How arrogant! I'm dying to see what you are made of for you to act all smug in front of me!" The Demon Lord's expression

darkened at Leon's mocking tone.

He waved his arm, sending a powerful wave of true energy toward Leon, preparing to kill Leon with a single blow to show the

others what he was capable of.

"Mister Wolf, watch out!1' Arthur gasped.

He knew how formidable the Demon Lord was and that

Leon could not rival his strength; without hesitation, Arthur darted forward and stood before Leon.

He swiftly sent his true energy toward the Demon Lord's attack and following a deafening sound, the two attacks clashed.

The Demon Lord remained unmoved, while Arthur backed away under the impact.
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